
 

 

In Defense of Harlandale Indians 

- Robert Villafranca, HHS ‘77 

 

The time has come for a proverbial spring cleaning much like the cleaning out of a 

garage. Except that it is not the garage that beckons us but our consciousness. 

Much like the dread we feel walking into a garage after we have let it become 

cluttered with things that we had no business keeping in the first place is the 

trepidation we experience when we realize that it is time to go into our minds and 

examine those things that we have allowed to become the foundations for so 

much of our perception of the world.  

Recent events have reminded us of how much this spring cleaning is needed, and 

although many of us would rather leave the garage door of our minds closed and 

postpone this chore, it is time. It is time to examine whether the symbols on our 

flags or the statues in our town-centers are an honest telling of our past or 

glorifications of an oppressive era. It is time to reflect on whether labels in our 

pantries serve to honor the abilities honed by an ethnic group or denigrate the 

group by perpetuating a stereotype that facilitates an ignorant pigeon-holing of an 

entire race. This conversation, this task, is long overdue, and we will be the better 

for having seen this job through.  

Like any good spring cleaning, however, it is very important to make good 

decisions on what gets thrown out and what is kept. We eliminate the clutter by 

removing what is harmful or of no good value, not by tossing everything out and 

being left with an empty space. The easiest thing for us to do would be to jump 

into our garages and in a frustrated manner toss it all out. But that is not what is 

called for here, and what brings me to this defense of “Harlandale Indians.” 

The recent reflection on these matters has brought us to the decision point of 

whether “Indians” as a community’s identity is clutter or keepsake, and in making 

that decision the same questions should be asked. Is the identity one that glorifies 

oppression? Is it one that paints a caricaturistic picture of a people as “less thans?” 

For both those tests, the answer is no, 180 degrees no. 

It is hard to imagine an argument on the first question, for the American Indian has 

clearly suffered much more the fate of the oppressed, so let us focus more so on 

the second point. From our view, the community’s connection with its Indian 
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identity is strong and respectful. Although we are aware of only a few in our 

community who can mark clear tribal lineage, it is a pretty good guess that the 

blood of the Indigenous runs through the veins in many of us here. It is also likely 

that through many of our veins runs the mix of the European and the Indigenous. 

For a community that faces many of its battles in underdog status, is it 

dishonorable or denigrating to relate its plight with a group that faced many of its 

battles in similar fashion and from whom many likely descend?  

And long before the community’s demographic so closely reflected that of the 

“Indian,” there is evidence of how Harlandale’s own have pointed to the Indian as 

an example worthy of emulation. This from a Harlandale HS student publication 

from 1939: 

The Indian is a race of splendid works and noble characteristics – a people 

who have overcome appalling obstacles yet persevered…It is especially 

appropriate, then, that we, as Harlandale students, draw a lesson from the 

Indian, whose semblance guides and inspires our football team on the 

gridiron, our band in parade or school work, and all other organizations as 

well. Let it be our special effort to forget self and center our interests about 

the people of our school, not the individual. Let us work that we might 

glorify our high school as the Indian would glorify his tribe in art.  

The Indian for Harlandale is not a target of mockery nor denigration. It is an ideal 

to which we have long aspired. It is an identity that is interwoven into the fabric of 

this community almost as much as a last name. Having a group who does not know 

this community demand that we change our name is like having a distant cousin 

claim they own the name more than we do.  

A quick look across the landscape of communities who have chosen a person or 

group for its identity will bring you examples with which there is almost a 100% 

chance that someone else would find fault. Yet there is hardly a better example of 

an identity that is as much in sync with the community it represents than 

Harlandale’s. During a period where iconoclasm is often confused with 

righteousness, do we call all of it clutter. Do we mind only the most clamorous call, 

though misguided and unreasoned? Or do we reflect honestly and open-mindedly 

so that we recognize and fight for a keepsake when we come to it?  


